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Abstract. We study representations of the quantum affine superalgebra associated with
a general linear Lie superalgebra. In the spirit of Hernandez–Jimbo, we construct inductive
systems of Kirillov–Reshetikhin modules based on a cyclicity result that we established pre-
viously on tensor products of these modules, and realize their inductive limits as modules
over its Borel subalgebra, the so-called q-Yangian. A new generic asymptotic limit of the
same inductive systems is proposed, resulting in modules over the full quantum affine su-
peralgebra. We derive generalized Baxter’s relations in the sense of Frenkel–Hernandez for
representations of the full quantum group.
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1 Introduction
Let q be a non-zero complex number which is not a root of unity. Let g := gl(M,N) be
the general linear Lie superalgebra. Let Uq(ĝ) be the associated quantum affine superalgebra
(Definition 3.1). This is a Hopf superalgebra neither commutative nor co-commutative, and it
can be seen as a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the affine Lie superalgebra
ĝ := g ⊗ C[t, t−1] of central charge zero without derivation. In this paper we study a certain
one-parameter family of infinite-dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ), which arise from suitable
limits of finite-dimensional irreducible modules, the so-called Kirillov–Reshetikhin modules.
1. Background. Our study of quantum affine superalgebras is inspired, on the one hand,
from the integrability structure of supersymmetric models (AdS/CFT, Hubbard model, etc.; see
for example [8]), and on the other hand, from the representation theoretical interpretation of
transfer matrices for quantum integrable systems.
In the early seventies, towards the study of the transfer matrix T of the eight-vertex model,
Baxter [1] introduced Q-operators and T-Q functional relations to solve the spectra of T.
Within the framework of quantum inverse scattering method, the representation meaning of
Q-operators and T-Q relations was clarified in a series of papers [2, 4, 5, 6] for lattice models
and quantum field theories whose symmetry algebras are the quantum affine algebras attached
to sl2, sl3. The idea goes roughly as follows. The affine quantum group Uq(ŝl2) admits a universal
R-matrix R ∈ B+ ⊗B− with B± Borel subalgebras. One fixes the so-called quantum space,
a representation W of B− provided by the integrable models. This defines an L-operator,
an element of a completed tensor product B+ ⊗ EndW . The T,Q-operators, as elements of
EndW , are twisted traces of L over various representations of B+: finite-dimensional evaluation
representations over Uq(ŝl2) for T and oscillator representations for Q. Baxter’s T-Q relations
are then deduced from tensor product decompositions of representations of B+.
The oscillator representations of Borel subalgebras were subsequently extended to Lie super-
algebras: sl(2|1) in [7]; gl(M,N) in [31]; twisted case of osp(1|2) in [22, 24]. In these works, one
of the main ingredients is the oscillator realization of Borel subalgebras.
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The recent work [3] on hypergeometric equations asks for similar T-Q formulations for the
exceptional Lie superalgebra D(2, 1;α). The associated quantum affine superalgebra is still
less understood in aspects of structure/representation theory, beyond the Drinfeld loop realiza-
tions [18]. Its universal R-matrix remains unknown.
In [21], Hernandez–Jimbo proposed the oscillator representations of Borel subalgebras for an
arbitrary non-twisted quantum affine algebra Uq(â). Their main idea is to take a suitable induc-
tive limit of a distinguished family of finite-dimensional Uq(â)-modules, the Kirillov–Reshetikhin
modules. The limit construction enabled Frenkel–Hernandez [14] to derive generalized T-Q rela-
tions in terms of representations and to solve a conjecture of Frenkel–Reshetikhin on the spectra
of quantum integrable systems [16].
In this paper, we extend Hernandez–Jimbo’s limit construction to the quantum affine super-
algebra Uq(ĝ). The Borel subalgebra in our situation will be the q-Yangian Yq(g). Furthermore
we perform a new limit, generic asymptotic limit, to the inductive system of Kirillov–Reshetikhin
modules, resulting in modules over Uq(ĝ) itself.
2. A toy example. The generic asymptotic limit in the present paper is best viewed in the
case of the finite-type Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum group Uq(sl2). This is an associative algebra
generated by three elements e+, e−, K subject to relations
K invertible, Ke± = q±2e±K, e+e− − e−e+ = K −K
−1
q − q−1 .
To each positive integer k is attached a representation of Uq(sl2) on Vk := ⊕ki=0Cvi with
Kvi = q
k−2ivi, e+vi =
qi − q−i
q − q−1 vi−1, e
−vi =
qk−i − q−k+i
q − q−1 vi+1.
The matrix entries of K, e± ∈ End(Vk) at (vi, vj) are Laurent polynomials in qk for k > i +
j + 1. Specializing such polynomials to a fixed non-zero complex number c ∈ C×, we obtain
a representation of Uq(sl2) on V∞ := ⊕∞i=0Cvi with1
Kvi = cq
−2ivi, e+vi =
qi − q−i
q − q−1 vi−1, e
−vi =
cq−i − c−1qi
q − q−1 vi+1.
Roughly speaking V∞ is an analytic continuation of the (Vk)k∈Z>0 with respect to the discrete
parameter qk – one replaces qk everywhere by c.
3. Main results. Let I0 := {1, 2, . . . ,M +N − 1} be the set of Dynkin vertices of g. There
are Uq(ĝ)-valued power series φ
±
i (z) in z
±1 for i ∈ I0 whose coefficients mutually commute; they
can be viewed as q-analogs of A⊗ t±n ∈ ĝ with A being a diagonal matrix in g and n a positive
integer. The q-Yangian Yq(g) contains the coefficients of the φ
+
i (z), but not φ
−
i (z). There is
a highest weight representation theory adapted to a triangular decomposition of Uq(ĝ) whose
Cartan part is generated by the φ±i (z).
Fix r a Dynkin vertex and a ∈ C× a spectral parameter. To a positive integer k is attached the
Kirillov–Reshetikhin (KR) module, the unique finite-dimensional irreducible Uq(ĝ)-module Wk
which is generated by a highest weight vector ωk such that
2
φ±r (z)ωk = q
k
r
1− za
1− zaq2kr
ωk, φ
±
i (z)ωk = ωk for i 6= r
as power series in z±1. Here qr = q for r ≤M and qr = q−1 for r > M .
1Let V be a vector space with basis B and let b, b′ ∈ B. The matrix entry of a linear endomorphism f ∈ End(V )
at (b′, b) is by definition the coefficient of b′ in f(b).
2In [21] actually
qkr−zaq−kr
1−za was used in the inductive system of KR modules. This is due to opposite triangular
properties of the coproduct of the φ±i (z) between [10, Section 7] and Proposition 6.1.
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The Wk are affine analogs of the Uq(sl2)-modules Vk above. The uniform choice of bases for
them relies on an inductive system of vector superspaces (not of Uq(ĝ)-modules)
W1 ⊆W2 ⊆W3 ⊆ · · · , ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = · · · .
We follow the idea of Hernandez–Jimbo [21], which is a fusion procedure relating different tensor
products of KR modules. In the super case we need the main results in our previous paper [34]
to validate the fusion (Lemma 4.2).
Let W∞ = ∪k>0Wk be the inductive limit. Choose a basis Bk of Wk inductively on k > 0 so
that ω1 ∈ B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ B3 ⊆ · · · . Then B∞ := ∪k>0Bk forms a basis of W∞.
3.1. Asymptotic property. To each triple (x, b, b′) ∈ Uq(ĝ) × B∞ × B∞ is associated
a unique Laurent polynomial P xb′b(u) ∈ C[u, u−1] satisfying (Lemma 5.1):
• the matrix entry of x ∈ End(Wk) at (b′, b) is P xb′b
(
qkr
)
for k large enough;3
• given b and x, we have P xb′b(u) = 0 for all but finitely many b′.
Our proof of the asymptotic property is more constructive than [21]. It is based on representation
theory of finite-type quantum groups of sl2 and sl(1, 1).
3.2. Generic asymptotic limit. Let c be a non-zero complex number, called spin para-
meter. The representation (ρc,W∞) of Uq(ĝ) is defined by requiring (Corollary 5.2):
• the matrix entry of x ∈ End(W∞) at (b′, b) is the evaluation P xb′b(c).
For example, let b = ω1 and x = φ
±
r (z). We have P
x
b′b
(
qkr
)
= qkr
1−za
1−zaq2kr δb′b by definition of KR
modules. As a power series in z±1 its coefficients are Laurent polynomials in qkr . Therefore
φ±r (z)ω1 = c
1−za
1−zac2ω1 in (ρc,W∞). Similarly φ
±
i (z)ω1 = ω1 if i 6= r.
The generic asymptotic limit applied to non-twisted quantum affine algebras in the Appendix,
we obtain Uq(â)-modules (ρc)c∈C× . They belong to the category O introduced by Hernandez [19]
and further studied by Mukhin–Young [25]. If c /∈ ±qZ, then ρc is irreducible and is a minimal
affinization of a parabolic Verma module [25]. Analytic continuation was used to prove genericity
properties of minimal affinizations [25].
3.3. Hernandez–Jimbo’s limit. The arguments of [21] can be adapted to our situa-
tion to get a Yq(g)-module structure on W∞, an oscillator module in [7, 31]. One modifies
the Yq(g)-module structure on Wk, by tensoring with a one-dimensional Yq(g)-module, so that
φ+i (0)ωk = ωk for all i ∈ I0. In this way one loses the Uq(ĝ)-module structure.
The advantage is that P xb′b(u) ∈ C[u] for each triple (x, b, b′) ∈ Yq(g)×B∞ ×B∞. We define
the representation (ρ+,W∞) of Yq(g) by requiring (Corollary 5.2):
• the matrix entry of x ∈ End(W∞) at (b′, b) is the evaluation P xb′b(0).
Again take x = φ+r (z) and b = ω1. Then P
x
b′b
(
qkr
)
= 1−za
1−zaq2kr δb′b, which as a power series in z has
as coefficients polynomials in qkr . It follows that φ
+
r (z)ω1 = (1 − za)ω1 in (ρ+,W∞). Similarly
φ±i (z)ω1 = ω1 if i 6= r.
Informally, one can think of (ρ+,W∞) as (ρ0,W∞). Contrary to the non-graded case, W∞ is
finite-dimensional
(
2MN
)
for the odd Dynkin vertex r = M .
3.4. Generalized Baxter’s relations. As in [21] we introduce a monoidal category O
of representations of Yq(g) including all the finite-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-modules, the ρ+ and ρc.
In a fraction ring of the Grothendieck ring of O, the isomorphism class of a finite-dimensional
Uq(ĝ)-module [V ] is a polynomial in the ratios
[(ρb,W∞)]
[(ρc,W∞)] whose coefficients are isomorphism
3The Uq(ĝ)-module structure on Wk defines x ∈ End(Wk). When k is large enough b, b′ ∈ Bk are basis vectors
of Wk, so the matrix entry makes sense.
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classes of one-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-modules; see Theorem 6.11. This form generalized Baxter’s
relations a` la Frenkel–Hernandez [14].
The key point in the proof is that normalized q-characters of the (ρc,W∞) are identical, which
is a consequence of the generic asymptotic limit; see Lemma 6.7. Note that the statement of
Theorem 6.11 only involves Uq(ĝ)-modules.
4. Perspectives. The generic asymptotic limit works for Felder’s elliptic quantum
groups [12] of which Borel subalgebras are still unknown; see [13, 37]. It should eventually
be done for other quantum affine superalgebras like Uq
(
D̂(2, 1;α)
)
.
In the sequels [13, 36, 37] we define Baxter Q-operators from transfer matrices of the ρc, and
interpret Theorem 6.11 as generalized T-Q relations of transfer matrices. Surprisingly the spin
parameter c becomes the spectral parameter of Q-operators.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the idea of generic asymptotic con-
struction. In Section 3, we recall basic properties of the quantum affine superalgebra. Section 4
constructs inductive systems of Kirillov–Reshetikhin modules. In Section 5 we carry out in detail
the two limit constructions. In Section 6 we introduce category O and state generalized Baxter’s
relations, whose proof is completed in Section 7 together with examples. In the appendix we
apply our generic asymptotic construction to non-graded quantum affine algebras.
2 Idea of asymptotic construction
Throughout this paper, all the vector spaces and algebras are defined over the base field C. For
two vector spaces V , W , let Hom(V,W ) denote the set of all linear maps V −→W .
Fix A to be a unital associative algebra. Let S be a system of algebraic generators, so that A
is the quotient of the free associative algebra C〈S〉 by the defining ideal IS .
For all positive integer k ∈ Z>0 let a representation ρk : A −→ End(Vk) of A be given.
Let (Fk,l : Vl −→ Vk)l<k be an inductive system of vector spaces; namely Fk,lFl,m = Fk,m for
m < l < k as linear maps Vm −→ Vk. Assume that the Fk,l are injective.
Fix L,K ∈ Z>0. We assume the asymptotic property: for all l ∈ Z>0 and s ∈ S, there exists
a Hom(Vl, Vl+L)-valued Laurent polynomial Ps;l(u) =
K∑
i=−K
P
[i]
s;lu
i in u such that
ρk(s)Fk,l = Fk,l+LPs;l(u)|u=qk ∈ Hom(Vl, Vk) for k > l + L.
Let us prove that the Laurent polynomial Ps;l(u) is unique. Indeed, let Q(u) be another such
Laurent polynomial and let D(u) = Ps;l(u)−Q(u). Then from the injectivity of Fk,l+L we have
D(u)|u=qk = 0 for all k > l+L. Since q is not a root of unity, a Vandermonde matrix argument
shows that D(u) = 0.
Similarly one shows that for fixed s ∈ S and −K ≤ i ≤ K, the linear maps (P [i]s;l)l>0 form
a morphism of inductive systems: Fl+L,m+LP
[i]
s;m = P
[i]
s;lFl,m ∈ Hom(Vm, Vl+L) for m < l. Let
P
[i]
s ∈ End(V∞) be its inductive limit with V∞ being the inductive limit of (Vl, Fk,l).
Claim 2.1. Let c ∈ C×. Then s 7→
K∑
i=−K
P
[i]
s ci defines a representation of A on V∞.
The proof is again a Vandermonde matrix argument, and is omitted. As an example, suppose
s, t ∈ S and st ∈ IS . Let us show(
K∑
i=−K
P [i]s c
i
)(
K∑
i=−K
P
[i]
t c
i
)
= 0.
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We have
0 = ρk(st)Fk,l = ρ
k(s)ρk(t)Fk,l = ρ
k(s)Fk,l+LPt;l
(
qk
)
= Fk,l+2LPs;l+L
(
qk
)
Pt;l
(
qk
)
for all k > l+ 2L. This forces Ps;l+L(u)Pt;l(u)|u=qk = 0 for all k > l+ 2L and so Ps;l+L(u)Pt;l(u)
= 0. Taking inductive limit l→∞ and u = c leads to the desired identity.
If furthermore the Ps;l(u) are polynomials in u, then in Claim 2.1 one can take c = 0.
3 Backgrounds on quantum superalgebras
This section collects basic facts on the RTT realization of the quantum affine superalgebra Uq(ĝ),
the q-Yangian Yq(g) and the quantum superalgebra Uq(g) following [34].
Fix M,N ∈ Z>0. Set I := {1, 2, . . . ,M +N}, Z2 := Z/2Z = {0, 1}. For i ∈ I,
|i| =:
{
0, i ≤M,
1, i > M,
di :=
{
1, i ≤M,
−1, i > M, qi := q
di . (3.1)
Define the weight lattice P := ⊕i∈IZi with bilinear form ( , ) : P×P −→ Z, (i, j) = δijdi. Let
| · | : P −→ Z2 be the morphism of abelian groups such that |i| = |i|. Set I0 := I \ {M + N}.
For i ∈ I0, let αi := i − i+1. Define the root lattice Q = ⊕i∈I0Zαi ⊂ P, and root cones
Q+ := ⊕i∈I0Z≥0αi and Q− := −Q+.
Only three cases of |x| ∈ Z2 will be admitted: x ∈ I; x ∈ P; x is a Z2-homogeneous vector of
a vector superspace V . Naturally Hom(V, V ) =: End(V ) is a superalgebra.
Let V :=
⊕
i∈I Cvi be the vector superspace with parity |vi| = |i|. The superalgebra End(V)
has a basis formed of elementary matrices Eij : vk 7→ δjkvi. Note that |Eij | = |i| + |j| and
EijEkl = δjkEil. Recall the Perk–Schultz matrix from [27]:
R(z, w) :=
∑
i∈I
(
zqi − wq−1i
)
Eii ⊗ Eii + (z − w)
∑
i 6=j
Eii ⊗ Ejj
+ z
∑
i<j
(
qi − q−1i
)
Eji ⊗ Eij + w
∑
i<j
(
qj − q−1j
)
Eij ⊗ Eji.
Definition 3.1. [34] The quantum affine superalgebra Uq(ĝ) is defined by
(R1) generators s
(n)
ij , t
(n)
ij for i, j ∈ I and n ∈ Z≥0;
(R2) parity
∣∣s(n)ij ∣∣ = ∣∣t(n)ij ∣∣ = |i|+ |j|;
(R3) RTT-relations [11, 28] in Uq(ĝ)⊗ End(V⊗2)[[z, z−1, w, w−1]]:
R23(z, w)T12(z)T13(w) = T13(w)T12(z)R23(z, w),
R23(z, w)S12(z)S13(w) = S13(w)S12(z)R23(z, w),
R23(z, w)T12(z)S13(w) = S13(w)T12(z)R23(z, w),
t
(0)
ij = s
(0)
ji = 0 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤M +N,
t
(0)
ii s
(0)
ii = 1 = s
(0)
ii t
(0)
ii for i ∈ I.
Here
T (z) =
∑
i,j∈I
tij(z)⊗ Eij ∈ (Uq(ĝ)⊗ End V)
[[
z−1
]]
,
tij(z) =
∑
n∈Z≥0
t
(n)
ij z
−n ∈ Uq(ĝ)
[[
z−1
]]
(similar convention for S(z) with the z−n replaced by the zn).
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The q-Yangian Yq(g) is the subalgebra of Uq(ĝ) generated by the s
(n)
ij ,
(
s
(0)
ii
)−1
.
The quantum supergroup Uq(g) is the subalgebra of Uq(ĝ) generated by the s
(0)
ij and t
(0)
ij . We
write s
(0)
ij , t
(0)
ij as sij , tij when no confusion with the series sij(z), tij(z) arises.
Usual convention: if A, B, C are superalgebras and T =
∑
i ai ⊗ bi ∈ A ⊗ B, then we write
T12 :=
∑
i ai⊗ bi⊗ 1 ∈ A⊗B⊗C, T13 :=
∑
i ai⊗ 1⊗ bi ∈ A⊗C⊗B and T23 :=
∑
i 1⊗ai⊗ bi ∈
C ⊗A⊗B.
Uq(ĝ) has a Hopf superalgebra structure with counit ε : Uq(ĝ) −→ C defined by ε
(
s
(n)
ij
)
=
ε
(
t
(n)
ij
)
= δijδn0, and coproduct ∆: Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(ĝ)⊗2:
∆
(
s
(n)
ij
)
=
n∑
m=0
∑
k∈I
ijks
(m)
ik ⊗ s(n−m)kj , ∆
(
t
(n)
ij
)
=
n∑
m=0
∑
k∈I
ijkt
(m)
ik ⊗ t(n−m)kj .
Here ijk := (−1)|Eik||Ekj |. The antipode S : Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(ĝ) is determined by
(S⊗ Id)(S(z)) = S(z)−1, (S⊗ Id)(T (z)) = T (z)−1.
Notice that Yq(g) and Uq(g) are sub-Hopf-superalgebras of Uq(ĝ).
We need the Drinfeld–Jimbo generators e±i ,Ki ∈ Uq(g) for i ∈ I0 [34, Proposition 3.3]:
e+i :=
s−1ii si,i+1
1− q−2i
, e−i :=
ti+1,it
−1
ii
1− q2i
, Ki := siis
−1
i+1,i+1. (3.2)
Let us recall the relations of these generators from [34]:4
[e+i , e
−
j ] = δij
Ki −K−1i
qi − q−1i
for i, j ∈ I0, (3.3)
[tji, tkj ] =
(
qj − q−1j
)
tjjtki, [sij , sjk] =
(
qj − q−1j
)
sjjsik if i < j < k, (3.4)
s
(0)
ii s
(n)
jk = q
(i,j−k)s(n)jk s
(0)
ii , s
(0)
ii t
(n)
jk = q
(i,j−k)t(n)jk s
(0)
ii . (3.5)
Set g′ := gl(N,M). Let us define the quantum affine superalgebra Uq(ĝ′) in the same way
as Uq(ĝ), except that M , N are interchanged. Let s
′(n)
ij , t
′(n)
ij for i, j ∈ I and n ∈ Z≥0 be the
corresponding RTT generators of Uq(ĝ′), so that their parities are
∣∣s′(n)ij ∣∣ = ∣∣t′(n)ij ∣∣ = |i|′ + |j|′
where |i|′ = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 otherwise. For i, j ∈ I, set
εij := (−1)|i|(|i|+|j|), ε′ij := (−1)|i|
′(|i|′+|j|′), î := M +N + 1− i.
Proposition 3.2. The following assignments define morphisms of superalgebras:
eva : Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(g), sij(z) 7→ sij − zatij , tij(z) 7→ tij − z−1a−1sij ;
φ(f(z),g(z)) : Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(ĝ), sij(z) 7→ f(z)sij(z), tij(z) 7→ g(z)tij(z);
Φa : Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(ĝ), s(n)ij 7→ ans(n)ij , t(n)ij 7→ a−nt(n)ij ;
Ψ: Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(ĝ)cop, s(n)ij 7→ εjit(n)ji , t(n)ij 7→ εjis(n)ji ;
F : Uq(ĝ′) −→ Uq(ĝ)cop, s′(n)ij 7→ ε′jis(n)ĵî , t
′(n)
ij 7→ ε′jit(n)ĵî .
Here a ∈ C× and f(z), g(z−1) ∈ 1 + zC[[z]]. The last three maps are Hopf superalgebra iso-
morphisms. For (A,∆, ε) a Hopf superalgebra, (Acop,∆cop, ε) denotes another Hopf superalge-
bra with the same underlying superalgebra A but with twisted coproduct ∆cop := cA,A∆, where
cA,A : A
⊗2 −→ A⊗2 is the graded permutation x⊗ y 7→ (−1)|x||y|y ⊗ x.
4We use the super bracket [x, y] := xy − (−1)|x||y|yx. Equation (3.4) is [34, equation (A.20)] applied to by an
evaluation map in Proposition 3.2 below. g′ is not to be confused with the derived algebra of g.
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eva is called an evaluation map as ev ◦ ι = IdUq(g). The maps φ(f(z),g(z)), Φa, F restrict to
q-Yangians. Relation (3.5) gives rise to the weight grading on Uq(ĝ): for α ∈ Q,
Uq(ĝ)α =
{
x ∈ Uq(ĝ) | s(0)ii x
(
s
(0)
ii
)−1
= q(i,α)x for i ∈ I}.
For example s
(n)
ij , t
(n)
ij are of weight i − j . This induces weight gradings on Yq(g) and Uq(g).
We end this section with some facts on representations of Uq(g) following [9].
A Uq(g)-module V admits a weight grading if it is a direct sum of weight spaces
Vα :=
{
x ∈ V | siix = q(i,α)x for i ∈ I
}
with α ∈ P. (3.6)
By equation (3.5), Uq(g)αVβ ⊆ Vα+β for α, β ∈ P. If furthermore all the weight spaces Vα are
finite-dimensional, then the character of V can be defined:
χ(V ) :=
∑
α∈P
dim(V )α[α] ∈ ZP.
Here ZP is the abelian group of functions P −→ Z and [α] : β 7→ δα,β.
Let λ ∈ P. Up to isomorphism, there exists a unique irreducible Uq(g)-module, denoted
by L(λ), which is generated by a vector vλ satisfying
|vλ| = |λ|, skkvλ = q(k,λ)vλ, tkkvλ = q−(k,λ)vλ, sijvλ = 0, i, j, k ∈ I, i < j.
L(λ) is weight graded with finite-dimensional weight spaces. L(λ)λ = Cvλ and L(λ)α 6= 0
only if λ − α ∈ Q+. (The proof, parallel to the non-graded case, is based on the triangular
decomposition and PBW basis of Uq(g) in [32].)
The first example is the vector representation pi of Uq(g) on V [34, Example 1]:
pi(sii) = qiEii +
∑
j 6=i
Ejj = pi
(
t−1ii
)
for i ∈ I,
pi(sij) =
(
qi − q−1i
)
Eij , pi(tji) =
(
q−1i − qi
)
Eji for 1 ≤ i < j ≤M +N. (3.7)
We have (pi,V) ∼= L(1) with v1 = v1 and χ(L(1)) =
∑
i∈I
[i].
Definition 3.3. [34] Kirillov–Reshetikhin module W
(r)
k,a for r ∈ I0, k ∈ Z>0, a ∈ C× is
(1) either ev∗
aq2k
L(k$r) with $r =
r∑
j=1
j and r ≤M ,
(2) or ev∗a(L(k$r))⊗ C|k$r| with $r = −
M+N∑
j=r+1
j and r > M .
Here Cs for s ∈ Z2 is the one-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module ε : Uq(ĝ) −→ C of parity s.
Let r, k ∈ Z>0 be such that r ≤ M or k ≤ N . Consider the rectangle Young diagram Yr,k
with r rows and k columns. We view Yr,k as a subset of Z>0×Z>0 so that (i, j) ∈ Yr,k corresponds
to the box at i-th row and j-th column. An (M,N)-hook semi-standard tableau of shape Yr,k is
a function T : Yr,k −→ I = {1 < 2 < · · · < M +N} such that:
(i) the entries in each row and column are weakly increasing;
(ii) the entries in {1, 2, . . . ,M} are strictly increasing in each column;
(iii) the entries in {M + 1,M + 2, . . . ,M +N} are strictly increasing in each row;
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Let Br,k be the set of all such functions.
Theorem 3.4 ([9]). For 1 ≤ r ≤M and k ∈ Z>0
χ(L(k$r)) =
∑
T∈Br,k
[ ∑
(i,j)∈Yr,k
T (i,j)
]
. (3.8)
If r = M and k ≥ N , then dimL(k$M ) = 2MN .
As a consequence, L(k$r) is finite-dimensional for 1 ≤ r ≤ M . This is also true for M <
r ≤ M + N . Indeed, the pullback of the Uq(g)-module L(k$r) by F : Uq(g′) −→ Uq(g) in
Proposition 3.2 is an irreducible module over Uq(g
′) of highest weight k$′M+N−r (we add prime
to distinguish g′ = gl(N,M) with g) so that its character can be computed by equation (3.8) in
terms of (N,M)-hook semi-standard tableaux of shape YM+N−r,k.
In [9], the tableaux correspond to Kashiwara’s crystal basis of L(λ). As an example: g =
gl(2, 2) and λ = 21+22, the tableaux are:
1 1
2 2
, 1 1
2 3
, 1 1
2 4
, 1 1
3 4
, 1 2
2 3
, 1 2
2 4
, 1 2
3 4
, 1 3
2 3
,
1 3
2 4
, 1 3
3 4
, 1 4
2 4
, 1 4
3 4
, 2 2
3 4
, 2 3
3 4
, 2 4
3 4
, 3 4
3 4
.
4 Inductive system of Kirillov–Reshetikhin modules
We construct inductive system of KR modules, based on our previous result [34] and establish
its asymptotic property as Uq(g)-modules.
Let V be a Uq(ĝ)-module. A Z2-homogeneous non-zero vector v ∈ V is called a highest `-
weight vector if it is a common eigenvector for the s
(n)
ii , t
(n)
ii and it is annihilated by the s
(n)
ij , t
(n)
ij
with i < j. V is called a highest `-weight module if V = Uq(ĝ)v for some highest `-weight
vector v. In this case, v is unique up to scalar multiple, and V admits a unique irreducible
quotient, called the head of V and denoted by hd(V ).
For example, let vλ ∈ L(λ) be as in Section 3, and let a ∈ C×. The evaluation module
ev∗aL(λ) contains a highest `-weight vector w := ev∗a(vλ) with
|w| = |λ|, sii(z)w =
(
q(i,λ) − zaq−(i,λ))w, tii(z)w = (q−(i,λ) − z−1a−1q(i,λ))w.
The tensor product of two highest `-weight vectors is also a highest `-weight vector. Let V , V ′
be Uq(ĝ)-modules. We write V ' V ′ if there exists a one-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module D such that
V ∼= V ′ ⊗D as Uq(ĝ)-modules. In this case, since s(n)ij |D = t(n)ij |D = 0 for i 6= j, we have that V
is of highest `-weight if and only if so is V ′.
Theorem 4.1 ([34, Theorem 5.2]). Let r ∈ I0 and a1, a2, . . . , ak ∈ C×. The Uq(ĝ)-module
W
(r)
1,a1
⊗W (r)1,a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗W
(r)
1,ak
is of highest `-weight if aiaj /∈ q
Z<0
r for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.5
If a sequence (Xj)j∈Z of Yq(g)-modules is given and m,n ∈ Z with m ≤ n, then we write
Xn ⊗Xn−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xm+1 ⊗Xm =:
←⊗
m≤j≤n
Xj .
For example,
←⊗
0≤j≤k−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
is of highest `-weight for k ∈ Z>0.
5This result has been made stronger in the author’s later works [35, 36].
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Lemma 4.2. Let r ∈ I0, a ∈ C× and k ∈ Z>0. Then hd
( ←⊗
0≤j≤k−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
)
'W (r)k,a .
Proof. Let us compare the highest `-weight vectors v, v′ at the left-hand and right-hand sides
respectively. Write sii(z)v = fi(z)v and sii(z)v
′ = f ′i(z)v
′ for i ∈ I. By Definition 3.3 and
Proposition 3.2, fi(z) = fi+1(z) and f
′
i(z) = f
′
i+1(z) for i ∈ I0 \ {r},
fr(z)
fr+1(z)
=
k∏
j=1
1− zaq2k−2jr
q−1r − zaq2k−2j+1r
=
1− za
q−kr − zaqkr
=
f ′r(z)
f ′r+1(z)
.
Similar statement holds for eigenvalues of the tii(z). Set g
± =
k−1∏
j=1
(
1 − z±1a±1q±2jr
)
. Then
hd
( ←⊗
0≤j≤k−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
) ∼= W (r)k,a ⊗ φ∗(g+,g−)(C0); see Definition 3.3(2). 
From now on up to the end of Section 5, r ∈ I0 and a ∈ C× are fixed.
For k ∈ Z>0, let ρk denote the representation of Uq(ĝ) on W (r)k,a and let us fix a highest
`-weight vector ωk in W
(r)
k,a . If l, k ∈ Z>0 and l < k, then define the Uq(ĝ)-module
Zkl := φ
∗
((1−zaq2lr )−1,(1−z−1a−1q−2lr )−1)
W
(r)
k−l,aq2lr ,
and fix a highest `-weight vector ωkl in Zkl. Let us show that Zkl ⊗ W (r)l,a is of highest `-
weight. By Lemma 4.2, one may replace Zkl and W
(r)
l,a by the heads of the tensor products
T1 :=
←⊗
l≤j≤k−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
and T2 :=
←⊗
0≤j≤l−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
respectively. By Theorem 4.1, T1 ⊗ T2 is of
highest `-weight, so is hd(T1)⊗ hd(T2) as its quotient.
From the proof of Lemma 4.2 follows hd
(
Zkl ⊗ W (r)l,a
) ∼= W (r)k,a . As in [21, Section 4], let
Fk,l : Zkl⊗W (r)l,a −→W (r)k,a be the quotient map sending ωkl⊗ωl to ωk, and define the restriction
map Fk,l : W
(r)
l,a −→W (r)k,a , x 7→ Fk,l(ωkl ⊗ x). In particular Fk,l(ωl) = ωk.
Proposition 4.3. The maps
(
Fk,l : W
(r)
l,a −→W (r)k,a
)
l<k
verify the following properties.
(1) Fk,l
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
l$r−β ⊆
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
k$r−β for β ∈ Q+, and ρk(e
+
i )Fk,l = Fk,lρ
l(e+i ) for i ∈ I0.
(2) Fk,l : W
(r)
l,a −→W (r)k,a is injective, and Fk,lFl,m = Fk,m for m < l < k.
(3) ρk(e−i )Fk,l = Fk,lρ
l(e−i ) for i ∈ I0 \{r}. For m > 0, there exist linear maps Am, Bm : W (r)m,a
−→W (r)m+1,a of parity |αr| such that
ρk(e−r )Fk,m = Fk,m+1
(
qkrAm + q
−k
r Bm
)
: W (r)m,a −→W (r)k,a for k > m+ 1.
Proof. (1) By definition ωkl is of weight (k − l)$r. Since the Uq(ĝ)-linear map Fk,l respects
the weight gradings, Fk,l changes the weights by (k − l)$r. By equation (3.2),
∆(e+i ) = 1⊗ e+i + e+i ⊗K−1i , ∆(e−i ) = Ki ⊗ e−i + e−i ⊗ 1.
Since e+i ωkl = 0, we have: for x ∈W (r)l,a ,
e+i Fk,l(x) = e
+
i Fk,l(ωkl ⊗ x) = Fk,l(∆(e+i )(ωkl ⊗ x)) = Fk,l(ωkl ⊗ e+i x) = Fk,le+i (x).
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(2) Assume ker(Fk,l) 6= 0. By (1) there exists µ ∈ P such that ker(Fk,l)µ+αi = 0 and
ker(Fk,l)µ 6= 0 for i ∈ I0. This implies e+i ker(Fk,l)µ = 0 for all i ∈ I0. By equation (3.4),
sij ker(Fk,l)µ = 0 for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M + N . Since W (r)l,a ∼= L(l$r) ⊗ C|l$r| is an irreducible
Uq(g)-module, we have ker(Fk,l)µ ⊆ (W (r)l,a )l$r = Cωl, in contradiction with Fk,l(ωl) = ωk.
Consider the Uq(ĝ)-module S := Zkl ⊗ Zlm ⊗W (r)m,a. It contains a highest `-weight vector
ω := ωkl ⊗ ωlm ⊗ ωm. By Lemma 4.2 we have as Uq(ĝ)-modules
S '
( ←⊗
l≤j≤k−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
)
⊗
( ←⊗
m≤j≤l−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
)
⊗
( ←⊗
0≤j≤m−1
W
(r)
1,aq2jr
)
.
Theorem 4.1 applied to the right-hand side, S and Zkl ⊗ Zlm are of highest `-weight with
headsW
(r)
k,a and Zkm respectively. Let G
l
k,m : Zkl⊗Zlm −→ Zkm be the quotient map sending ωkl⊗
ωlm to ωkm. We obtain Uq(ĝ)-module morphisms from S to W
(r)
k,a :
F := Fk,l(IdZkl ⊗Fl,m), G := Fk,m
(
G lk,m ⊗ IdW (r)l,a
)
.
Since F (ω) = G(ω) = ωk and since S is generated by ω, we have F = G. Applying F , G to
ωkl ⊗ ωlm ⊗W (r)m,a gives the desired identity of (2).
(3) Assume i ∈ I0 \ {r}. Since e+i ωl = 0, Kiωl = ωl, by (3.3), e+i e−i ωl = 0. If j ∈ I0 \ {i},
then e+j e
−
i ωl ∈ W (r)l,a is of weight l$r − αi + αj /∈ l$r + Q− and is zero. So e−i ωl is annihilated
by all the e+j . As in (2), e
−
i ωl = 0. Then e
−
i Fk,l = Fk,le
−
i as in (1), using ∆(e
−
i ).
For i = r, we adapt the proof of [36, Lemma 7.6]. We fix l = m+ 1 in (2). Applying F = G
to ωkl ⊗ w′ ⊗ w ∈ S for w′ ∈ Zlm and w ∈W (r)m,a and k > l gives the identity:
Fk,lFl,m(w
′ ⊗ w) = Fk,m(G lk,m(ωkl ⊗ w′)⊗ w). (4.1)
We compute e−r ωkm via the projection G lkm(ωkl ⊗ ωlm) = ωkm and Krωkl = qk−lr ωkl
e−r ωkm = G
l
k,m
(
qk−lr ωkl ⊗ e−r ωlm + e−r ωkl ⊗ ωlm
)
.
Next consider the following vector in Zkl ⊗ Zlm of weight (k −m)$r − αr:
x := q−1r
qk−lr − ql−kr
qr − q−1r
ωkl ⊗ e−r ωlm − e−r ωkl ⊗ ωlm.
Based on ∆(e+r ) and l = m + 1 one checks that e
+
r x = 0. If j ∈ I0 \ {r}, then e+j x is of weight
(k−m)$r −αr +αj /∈ (k−m)$r + Q− and is zero. So G lk,m(x) ∈ Zkm is annihilated by the e+j
for j ∈ I0. As in (2), G lk,m(x) = 0. It follows that
e−r ωkm = G
l
k,m
(
qk−lr ωkl ⊗ e−r ωlm + e−r ωkl ⊗ ωlm + x
)
=
qk−mr − qm−kr
qr − q−1r
G lk,m(ωkl ⊗ e−r ωlm).
Taking w′ := e−r ωlm ∈ Zlm in (4.1), we compute
e−r Fk,m(w) = e
−
r Fk,m(ωkm ⊗ w) = Fk,m(e−r ωkm ⊗ w) + qk−mr Fk,m(ωkm ⊗ e−r w)
=
qk−mr − qm−kr
qr − q−1r
Fk,m
(
G lk,m(ωkl ⊗ e−r ωlm)⊗ w
)
+ qk−mr Fk,m(e
−
r w)
=
qk−mr − qm−kr
qr − q−1r
Fk,lFl,m(e
−
r ωlm ⊗ w) + qk−mr Fk,m(e−r w).
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This shows that ρk(e−r )Fk,m = Fk,m+1
(
qkrAm + q
−k
r Bm
)
where
Am(w) := q
−m
r Fm+1,m(e
−
r w) +
q−mr
qr − q−1r
Fm+1,m(e
−
r ωm+1,m ⊗ w),
Bm(w) :=
−qmr
qr − q−1r
Fm+1,m(e
−
r ωm+1,m ⊗ w),
as linear maps W
(r)
m,a −→W (r)m+1,a are clearly independent of k and of parity |αr|. 
Remark 4.4. By equation (3.4), for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M + N , s−1ii sij (resp. tjit−1ii ) is a sum of
monomials of the e+i , e
+
i+1, . . . , e
+
j−1 (resp. the e
−
i , e
−
i+1, . . . , e
−
j−1) where each e
±
h for i ≤ h < j
appears once. It follows that ρk
(
s−1ii sij
)
Fk,l = Fk,lρ
l
(
s−1ii sij
)
and:
(i) if i > r or j ≤ r, then ρk(tjit−1ii )Fk,l = Fk,lρl(tjit−1ii ) for k > l;
(ii) if i ≤ r < j, then ρk(tjit−1ii )Fk,l = Fk,l+1(qkrAji;l + q−kr Bji;l) for k > l+ 1, where Aji;l, Bji;l
are linear maps W
(r)
l,a −→W (r)l+1,a of parity |j − i|.
For example, Ar+1,r;l = Al and Br+1,r;l = Bl. Furthermore, for i ∈ I and l < k we have
ρk(sii)Fk,l = q
(i,(k−l)$r)Fk,lρl(sii), ρk(tii)Fk,l = q−(i,(k−l)$r)Fk,lρl(tii).
5 Asymptotic representations
We apply the asymptotic constructions of Section 2 (c ∈ C× or c = 0) to the inductive system
of KR modules in Proposition 4.3, and obtain Uq(ĝ) or Yq(g)-modules. Set T :=
{
s
(n)
ij , t
(n)
ij
}
(resp. S :=
{
s
(n)
ij
}
) to be the system of algebraic generators of Uq(ĝ) (resp. Yq(g)).
For k > 0, the map S 3 s(n)ij 7→ q(i,−k$r)ρk
(
s
(n)
ij
) ∈ End (W (r)k,a) extends uniquely to a
representation
(
ρ˜k,W
(r)
k,a
)
of Yq(g). Indeed, there is a representation
(
θ
(r)
k ,C
)
of Yq(g) on the
one-dimensional vector superspace of even parity given by θ
(r)
k
(
s
(n)
ij
)
= q(i,−k$r)δijδn,0 and
(ρ˜k,W
(r)
k,a)
∼= (θ(r)k ,C)⊗
(
ρk,W
(r)
k,a
)
as Yq(g)-modules.
6
Lemma 5.1. Let t ∈ T, s ∈ S and l > 0. There exist Hom (W (r)l,a ,W (r)l+1,a)-valued Laurent
polynomials Pt;l(u) =
2∑
i=−2
P
[i]
t;lu
i and Qs;l(u) =
1∑
i=0
Q
[i]
s;lu
i in u of parity |t| and |s| respectively
such that for all k > l + 1 the following identities hold in Hom
(
W
(r)
l,a ,W
(r)
k,a
)
:
ρk(t)Fk,l = Fk,l+1Pt;l(u)|u=qkr , ρ˜k(s)Fk,l = Fk,l+1Qs;l(u)|u=q2kr .
Proof. If r ≤M , then for i, j ∈ I we have as power series in z:∑
n≥0
znρk
(
s
(n)
ij
)
Fk,l = ρ
k(sij)Fk,l − zaq2kρk(tij)Fk,l
= q(k−l)(i,$r)Fk,lρl(sij)− zaq2k−(k−l)(j ,$r)ρk
(
tijt
−1
jj
)
Fk,lρ
l(tjj),
and ρk
(
t
(n)
ij
)
= −a−1q−2kρk(s(1−n)ij ). If r > M , then ρk(t(n)ij ) = −a−1ρk(s(1−n)ij ) and∑
n≥0
znρk
(
s
(n)
ij
)
Fk,l = q
(k−l)(i,$r)ρk(sij)Fk,l − zaq−(k−l)(j ,$r)ρk
(
tijt
−1
jj
)
Fk,lρ
l(tjj).
6The ρ˜k are normalized Kirillov–Reshetikhin modules in [14].
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We compute the right-hand sides in four cases based on Remark 4.4:
r ≤M r > M
qk × Fk,lρl
(
q−lsij
)
Fk,lρ
l(sij) i ≤ r < j
Fk,lρ
l
(
sij − zaq2ktij
)
qk × Fk,lρl
(
q−lsij − zaq−2k+ltij
)
r < i, j
−zaFk,l+1
(
q2k+lAij;l + q
lBij;l
)
qk × (−za)Fk,l+1
(
q−2kAij;l +Bij;l
)
j ≤ r < i
qk × Fk,lρl
(
q−lsij − zaqltij
)
Fk,lρ
l(sij − zatij) i, j ≤ r
(5.1)
Removing the factors “qk×” gives ρ˜k(sij(z))Fk,l, a polynomial in q2kr of degree ≤ 1. 
Let
(
Fl : W
(r)
l,a −→W∞
)
l>0
be the inductive limit of
(
Fk,l : W
(r)
l,a −→W (r)k,a
)
.
Corollary 5.2. Fix c ∈ C×. There exist representations ρc of Uq(ĝ) and ρ+ of Yq(g) on W∞
defined by the formulas: for t ∈ T, s ∈ S,
ρc(t) = lim
l→∞
Pt;l(u)|u=c, ρ+(s) = lim
l→∞
Qs;l(u)|u=0.
LetW
(r)
a;c and L+r,a denote the Uq(ĝ)-module (ρc,W∞) and Yq(g)-module (ρ+,W∞) respectively.
For computational purpose the next observation is useful.7
Remark 5.3. Let us be in the situation of Section 2. For x ∈ A, one can find K(x), L(x) ∈ Z>0
(depending on x and L,K) such that: for all l > 0 there exists a Hom(Vl, Vl+L(x))-valued Laurent
polynomial
K(x)∑
i=−K(x)
P
[i]
x;lu
i = Px;l(u) in u with
ρk(x)Fk,l = Fk,l+L(x)Px;l(u)|u=qk ∈ Hom(Vl, Vk) for k > l + L(x).
In the representation of A on V∞, x acts as lim
l→∞
Px;l(c). For example, let x = st with s, t ∈ S.
Then L(x) = 2L,K(x) = 2K and Pst;l(u) = Ps;l+L(u)Pt;l(u).
To compute xv with v ∈ V∞, one finds l > 0 such that v = Fl(v′) for some v′ ∈ Vl; here
Fl : Vl −→ V∞ is a structural map of the inductive limit. Then one writes ρk(x)Fk,l(v′) =
Fk,l+L(x)Pl(u)|u=qk for k > l+L(x), where Pl(u) is a Vl+L(x)-valued Laurent polynomial in u of
degree bounded by K(x). At last, Fl+L(x)(Pl(c)) is exactly xv ∈ V∞.
Consider the action of the sii on W
(r)
a;c . Let v = Fl(v
′) with v′ ∈ (W (r)l,a )l$r−β and β ∈ Q+.
We have Fk,l(v
′) ∈ (W (r)k,a)k$r−β and so ρk(sii)Fk,l(v′) = q(i,k$r−β)Fk,l(v′). This gives
ρc(sii)v = c
dr(i,$r)q(i,−β)v, ρ+(sii)v = q(i,−β)v.
Let ω∞ := F1(ω1) ∈ ω∞. Then ρ+(sii(z))ω∞ = ω∞
{
1− za, i ≤ r,
1, i > r.
If r ≤ M then ρc(sii(z))ω∞ = ω∞
{
c− zac, i ≤ r,
1− zac2, i > r. On the other hand for r > M we
have ρc(sii(z))ω∞ = ω∞
{
1− za, i ≤ r,
c−1 − zac, i > r. In both W
(r)
a;c and L+r,a, ω∞ is the unique (up to
7In [36], Drinfeld second realization arising from a different Gauss decomposition from Section 6 is used to
resolve the issue in footnote 2. This results in different parameterizations of highest `-weights. The two asymptotic
limits of KR modules are denoted by W(r)c,a , L−r,a therein and match with [21].
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scalar multiple) vector annihilated by the (e+i )i∈I0 and so by the sij(z) for i < j, because of
Proposition 4.3. A somewhat surprising observation from Table (5.1) is that ρ+(sij(z)) = 0 if
r < j < i.
For the quantum affine superalgebra Uq(ĝ′) in Proposition 3.2, one can define in the same
way the KR modules W
′(r)
k,a and construct their asymptotic limits W
′(r)
a;c , L′+r,a.
Definition 5.4. The Yq(g)-module L
−
r,a is the pullback of the Yq(g
′)-module L′+M+N−r,a by the
inverse F−1 of F : Yq(g′) −→ Yq(g) in Proposition 3.2.
As in the positive case, there is a unique (up to scalar multiple) vector ω∞ ∈ L−r,a annihilated
by the sij(z) for i < j. ω∞ is of even parity and ρ−(sii(z))ω∞ = ω∞
{
1, i ≤ r,
1− za, i > r. We shall
see that L±r,a are irreducible Yq(g)-modules.
Example 5.5 (g = gl(2, 1) and r = 1). Let k > 0. Fix a highest `-weight vector u0 of W
(1)
k,a .
By Theorem 3.4, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exist unique ui, u′i such that u0 = (e+1 )iui and ui = e+2 u′i.
These together with u0 form a basis of W
(1)
k,a of weight
ui ∈
(
W
(1)
k,a
)
(k−i)1+i2 , u
′
i ∈
(
W
(1)
k,a
)
(k−i)1+(i−1)2+3 .
The structural maps Fk,l respect these bases because they commute with e
+
1 , e
+
2 .
Firstly compute the action of (e±i ,Ki). By weight grading, e
−
1 ui = aiui+1 with ai ∈ C for
0 ≤ i < k. From ui = e+1 ui+1 and relation (3.3) we obtain
aiui+1 = e
−
1 e
+
1 ui+1 = e
+
1 e
−
1 ui+1 −
K1 −K−11
q − q−1 ui+1 =
(
ai+1 − q
k−2i−2 − q2i+2−k
q − q−1
)
ui+1.
By convention ak := 0. This recurrence gives ai =
(qk−q2i−k)(q−q−2i−1)
(q−q−1)2 .
From e+2 e
−
1 u
′
i = e
−
1 e
+
2 u
′
i = e
−
1 ui = aiui+1 follows also e
−
1 u
′
i = aiu
′
i+1. Noting e
+
2 u
′
i = ui and
e−2 u
′
i = 0 (because of the weight grading), e
−
2 ui = e
−
2 e
+
2 u
′
i =
K2−K−12
q−q−1 u
′
i =
qi−q−i
q−q−1 u
′
i. Applying e
+
1
to this identity and using [e+1 , e
−
2 ] = 0, we have e
+
1 u
′
i =
qi−1−q1−i
qi−q−i u
′
i−1.
Secondly consider s13 and t31. In view of relation (3.4) we have
s13 =
s11
q − q−1
(
qe+1 e
+
2 − e+2 e+1
)
, t31 =
(
e−1 e
−
2 − q−1e−2 e−1
) t11
q − q−1 ,
s13u
′
i =
s11
q − q−1
(
q − q
i−1 − q1−i
qi − q−i
)
ui−1 =
qk+1
qi − q−iui−1,
t31ui =
qi−k
q − q−1
(
ai
qi − q−i
q − q−1 − q
−1 qi+1 − q−i−1
q − q−1 ai
)
u′i+1 = −
(1− q2i−2k)(1− q−2i−2)
(q − q−1)3 u
′
i+1.
Let Eij ∈ End
(
W
(1)
k,a
)
with i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k, 1, . . . , k} be elementary matrices with respect to
the basis (ui, u
′
i). In summary, the Uq(ĝ)-module structure on W
(1)
k,a is given by
ρk(s11(z)) = q
k ×
(
k∑
i=0
(
q−i − zaqi)Eii + k∑
i=1
(
q−i − zaqi)Eii
)
,
ρk(s22(z)) =
k∑
i=0
(
qi − zaq2k−i)Eii + k∑
i=1
(
qi−1 − zaq2k−i+1)Eii,
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ρk(s33(z)) =
k∑
i=0
(
1− zaq2k)Eii + k∑
i=1
(
q−1 − zaq2k+1)Eii,
ρk(s12(z)) = q
k ×
(
k−1∑
i=0
q−iEi,i+1 +
k−1∑
i=1
1− q−2i
qi+1 − q−i−1Ei,i+1
)
,
ρk(s13(z)) = q
k ×
k∑
i=1
q
qi − q−iEi−1,i,
ρk(s23(z)) =
k∑
i=1
qiEi,i,
ρk(s21(z)) = za
∑
i
(q2i − q2k)(qi+1 − q−i−1)
(q − q−1)2 (Ei+1,i + Ei+1,i),
ρk(s31(z)) = za
k−1∑
i=0
(q2k − q2i)(1− q−2i−2)
(q − q−1)3 Ei+1,i,
ρk(s32(z)) = za
k∑
i=1
q2k−2i − q2k
q − q−1 Ei,i.
Here for ρk(s21(z)), the summation
∑
i is understood to be 0 ≤ i < k for Ei+1,i and 1 ≤ i < k
for Ei+1,i. Letting k →∞ and replacing (ρk, qk) in the above formulas by (ρc, c) gives the Uq(ĝ)-
module W
(1)
a;c . (Note that ρc(t
(n)
ij ) = −a−1c−2ρc
(
s
(1−n)
ij
)
.) Dividing ρk(sij(z)) by q
k whenever
i ≤ 1 and then setting qk = 0, we obtain the Yq(g)-module L+1,a.
In terms of Young diagrams, the ui, u
′
i correspond to the following tableaux (let k = 3)
u0 = 1 1 1 , u1 = 1 1 2 , u2 = 1 2 2 , u3 = 2 2 2 ,
u′1 = 1 1 3 , u
′
2 = 1 2 3 , u
′
3 = 2 2 3 .
Example 5.6 (g = gl(2, 1) and r = 2). For k > 0, let u4 ∈ W (2)k,a be such that e−i u4 = 0 for
i = 1, 2. It is included in a basis (u1, u2, u3, u4) of W
(2)
k,a by Theorem 3.4:
u3 := e
+
2 u4, u2 := e
+
1 u3, u1 := e
+
2 u2.
From relations (3.3)–(3.5), one deduces the action of the e±i ,Ki and then Uq(g). We identify
the vector superspace W
(2)
k,a with W
(2)
1,a by this basis. The structure maps Fk,l are identity maps
because they commute with the e+i . Let Eij ∈ End
(
W
(2)
k,a
)
: uk 7→ uiδjk. Then
ρk(s11(z)) = q
k × ((1− za)(E11 + E22) + (q−1 − zaq)(E33 + E44)),
ρk(s22(z)) = q
k × ((1− za)(E11 + E33) + (q−1 − zaq)(E22 + E44)),
ρk(s33(z)) =
(
1− zaq2k)E11 + (q−1 − zaq2k+1)(E22 + E33) + (q−2 − zaq2k+2)E44,
ρk(s12(z)) = q
k × (1− q−2)E23,
ρk(s13(z)) = q
k × (q−1 − q−3)(qE24 − E13),
ρk(s23(z)) = q
k × (1− q−2)(E12 + E34),
ρk(s21(z)) = q
k × za(q2 − 1)E32,
ρk(s31(z)) = za
(
q2k+2 − 1)E42 − za(q2k+2 − q2)E31,
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ρk(s32(z)) = za
(
q2k+1 − q)E21 + za(q2k+2 − 1)E43.
The modules W
(2)
c;a , L
+
2,a are then obtained as in the previous example.
Again in terms of tableaux u1, u2, u3, u4 correspond to (let k = 3)
u1 =
1 1 1
2 2 2
, u2 =
1 1 1
2 2 3
, u3 =
1 1 2
2 2 3
, u4 =
1 1 3
2 2 3
.
Remark 5.7. The L±r,a were previously obtained in [7, 31] from the contracted quantum superal-
gebra U˙q(g). It is a superalgebra defined in the same as Uq(g) in Definition 3.1 except that the tii
are not required to be invertible. eva in Proposition 3.2 degenerates to e˙va : Yq(g) −→ U˙q(g).
The L±r,a are pullbacks of oscillator modules over U˙q(g) by e˙va.
Lemma 5.8. Let β ∈ Q+. The series dim
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
k$r−β converges as k →∞.
Proof. Let U−q (g) be the subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by the (e
−
i )i∈I0 . Then Uq(g)−β is of
dimension cβ < ∞. By definition, U−q (g) −→ W (r)k,a , x 7→ xωk is surjective and sends Uq(g)−β
to
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
k$r−β. This shows that the series is bounded above by cβ. On the other hand it is
increasing by Proposition 4.3. So it must converge. 
6 Category O and Baxter’s relations
We introduce a category O of Yq(g)-modules including W (r)a;b and L±r,a in the spirit of Hernandez–
Jimbo [21] and study its Grothendieck ring via q-characters of [16].
The quantum affine superalgebra Uq(ĝ) admits another system of generators, the so-called
Drinfeld loop generators, arising from the Gauss decomposition:
S(z) =
(∑
i<j
f+ji (z)⊗ Eji + 1⊗ IdV
)(∑
l
K+l (z)⊗ Ell
)(∑
i<j
e+ij(z)⊗ Eij + 1⊗ IdV
)
,
T (z) =
(∑
i<j
f−ji (z)⊗ Eji + 1⊗ IdV
)(∑
l
K−l (z)⊗ Ell
)(∑
i<j
e−ij(z)⊗ Eij + 1⊗ IdV
)
.
For example, K+1 (z) = s11(z) and K
−
1 (z) = t11(z). We refer to [34, Section 3] for more details
on the relations and on coproduct formulas of these Drinfeld generators. Recall the di from
equation (3.1). Define θi for i ∈ I inductively by θ1 = 1, θi+1 = qi+1qiθi. Define
Ci(z) :=
i∏
j=1
K+j (zθj)
dj =
∑
n≥0
Ci,nz
n, K+i (z) =:
∑
n≥0
K+i,nz
n ∈ Yq(g)[[z]].
Proposition 6.1 ([34, Theorem 3.5, Proposition 3.6]). Let k ∈ I and m,n ≥ 0.
(1) ∆(K+k,m)−
m∑
l=0
K+k,l ⊗K+k,m−l ∈
∑
α∈Q+\{0}
Yq(g)α ⊗ Yq(g)−α.
(2) For all i, j ∈ I such that i, j ≤ k, the s(n)ij , t(n)ij commute with Ci,m.
Set P := (C×)I × Z2, and P̂ := (C[[z]]×)I × Z2. The multiplicative group structure
on C×, C[[z]]× and the additive group structure on the ring Z2 make P, P̂ into multiplica-
tive abelian groups. P is naturally a subgroup of P̂, and C[[z]]× −→ C×, h(z) 7→ h(0) induces
a projection $ : P̂ −→ P. There is an injective homomorphism of abelian groups
q? : P −→ P, λ 7→ qλ := ((q(i,λ))
i∈I ; |λ|
)
.
We shall view h(z) ∈ C[[z]]× as the element ((hi(z) = h(z))i∈I ; 0) in P̂.
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Let V be a Uq(g)-module. For p = ((pi)i∈I ; s) ∈ P, define
Vp :=
{
v ∈ Vs | siiv = piv for i ∈ I
}
. (6.1)
If Vp 6= 0, then p is called a weight of V , and Vp the weight space of weight p. Let wt(V ) denote
the set of weights of V . Notice that Uq(g)αVp ⊆ Vqαp for p ∈ wt(V ) and α ∈ Q.
Lemma 6.2. For λ, µ ∈ P, the weight space L(λ)µ in (3.6) and L(λ)qµ in (6.1) coincide.
Proof. Clearly L(λ)qµ ⊆ L(λ)µ for all µ ∈ P. Furthermore L′ := ⊕µ∈PL(λ)qµ is easily seen to
be a sub-Uq(g)-module. Since vλ ∈ L′ and since L(λ) is irreducible, L(λ) = L′. This implies
L(λ)qµ = L(λ)µ for all µ ∈ P. 
Let V be a Yq(g)-module. For f = ((fi(z))i∈I ; s) ∈ P̂ define
Vf :=
{
v ∈ Vs | ∃ d ∈ Z>0 such that (K+i (z)− fi(z))dv = 0 for i ∈ I
}
.
If Vf 6= 0, then f is called an `-weight of V , and Vf the `-weight space of `-weight f . Let wt`(V )
be the set of `-weights of V . As in Section 4, a non-zero Z2-homogeneous vector v in a Yq(g)-
module V is called a highest `-weight vector if s
(n)
jk v = 0 for j < k and sii(z)v = gi(z)v with
gi(z) ∈ C[[z]]×. By Gauss decomposition we have K+i (z)v = gi(z)v, so v is in the `-weight
space of `-weight ((gi(z))i∈I ; |v|). If furthermore V = Yq(g)v, then V is called a highest `-weight
module, and ((gi(z))i∈I ; |v|) the highest `-weight of V .
By the comments above Definition 5.4, any one the Yq(g)-modules W
(r)
k,a , W
(r)
a;c , L±r,a contains
a unique highest `-weight vector ω∞, and its `-weight is denoted by w
(r)
k,a, w
(r)
a;c, w±r,a correspon-
dingly. Explicitly, w
(r)
k,a = w
(r)
a;qkr
, w
(r)
a;1 = 1− za and
w+r,a = (1− za, . . . , 1− za︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−r
; 0), w−r,a = (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 1− za, . . . , 1− za︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−r
; 0), (6.2)
r ≤M r > M
w
(r)
a;c
w
(r)
a;1
(c, . . . , c︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, g(z), . . . , g(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−r
; 0) (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, h(z), . . . , h(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−r
; 0)
g(z) = 1−zac
2
1−za h(z) =
c−1−zac
1−za
(6.3)
Definition 6.3. Category O is a full subcategory of the category of Yq(g)-modules. An object
of O is a Yq(g)-module V subject to the following conditions:
(i) it has a weight space decomposition V = ⊕p∈PVp with dimVp <∞ for all p ∈ P;
(ii) there exist µ1, µ2, . . . , µd ∈ P such that wt(V ) ⊆ ∪dj=1(qQ−µj).
As a first example, let p = ((pi)i∈I ; s) ∈ P and h(z) ∈ C[[z]]×. There exists a unique Yq(g)-
module structure, denoted by Ch(z)p, on the one-dimensional vector superspace of parity s such
that s
(n)
ij = δn0δijh(z)pi. Clearly wt`
(
Ch(z)p
)
= {h(z)p}.
By Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.8, the Yq(g)-modules W
(r)
a;c , L±r,a are in category O.
Category O is monoidal (closed under tensor products) and abelian. Any Yq(g)-module V in
category O is a direct sum of its `-weight spaces and has q-character [16]
χq(V ) =
∑
f∈wt`(V )
dim(Vf )f ∈ E`. (6.4)
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Here the target E` is the set of formal sums
∑
f∈P̂
nf f of the symbols f with integer coefficients nf
such that ⊕
f∈P̂(C
$(f))⊕|nf | is in category O. It admits a ring structure: addition is the usual
one of formal sums; multiplication is induced by that of P̂.
Replacing wt` by wt in equation (6.4) defines the classical character χ(V ).
Lemma 6.4. We have χq(V ⊗W ) = χq(V )χq(W ) for V,W in category O.
Proof. The proof is the same as in the non-graded case [16, Remark 2.6] based on Proposi-
tion 6.1(1) and the partial order on P induced by qQ+ . 
Remark 6.5. Let V be in category O. Suppose there exists p ∈ P such that the weight space Vp
is one-dimensional and wt(V ) ⊆ qQ−p. Then Vp is also an `-weight space of `-weight f . Define
the normalized character and normalized q-character of V by
χ˜(V ) := p−1χ(V ), χ˜q(V ) := f−1χq(V ).
This is the case when V is any tensor product of the W
(r)
a;c , L±r,a. If D is a one-dimensional
Yq(g)-module, then the normalized q-characters of V , V ⊗D, D ⊗ V coincide.
Remark 6.6. Let V,W be in category O. Let v ∈ V be a highest `-weight vector of `-weight
f ∈ P̂. Then v ⊗Wn ⊆ (V ⊗W )nf for n ∈ wt`(W ). This follows from Proposition 6.1(1); the
term Yq(g)αv for α ∈ Q+ \ {0} vanishes.
Lemma 6.7. Let r ∈ I0 and a, c ∈ C×. Then χ˜q
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
converges in E` as k →∞, and
χ˜
(
W (r)a;c
)
= lim
k→∞
χ˜
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
= χ˜
(
L+r,a
)
= χ
(
L+r,a
)
, (6.5)
χ˜q
(
W (r)a;c
)
= lim
k→∞
χ˜q
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
= χ˜q
(
L+r,a
)
. (6.6)
Proof. We simplify notation w
(r)
k,a =: w
k ∈ P̂. Let n ∈ P̂ with wln ∈ wt`(W (r)l,a ). Then
$(n) = q−β with β ∈ Q+. By Remark 6.6, Fk,l
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
wln
⊆ (W (r)k,a)wkn. So the series{
dim
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
wkn
: k > 0
}
is increasing and bounded by cβ in the proof of Lemma 5.8. This
proves the convergence of the χ˜q
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
as k →∞.
Next, fix n = ((ni(z))i∈I ; |β|) with $(n) = q−β and 0 6= x ∈
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
wln
. For k > l write
wk =
((
wki (z)
)
i∈I ; 0
) ∈ P̂. Since the `-weight space (W (r)k,a)wkn is of dimension ≤ cβ,
ρk
(
K+i (z)− h(z)
)cβFk,l(x) = (wki (z)ni(z)− h(z))cβFk,l(x) for h(z) ∈ C[[z]].
Indeed, because of the commutativity of its coefficients, ρk(K+i (z)) restricted to
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
wkn
can
be made into an upper triangular matrix with uniform diagonals wki (z)ni(z).
Let us take h(z) to be ni(z) times the i-th component wi(z) of w
(r)
a;c:
ρk
(
K+i (z)− wi(z)ni(z)
)cβFk,l(x) = (wki (z)− wi(z))cβni(z)cβFk,l(x).
At the right-hand side the factor before Fk,l(x), when expanded at z = 0, has as coefficients
Laurent polynomials in qkr . To compute ρc(K
+
i (z) − wi(z)ni(z))cβFl(x) in W (r)a;c , it suffices to
evaluate these polynomials at qkr = c by Remark 5.3. But by definition the factor (w
k
i (z) −
wi(z))|qkr=c = 0. So ρc(K+i (z) − wi(z)ni(z))cβFl(x) = 0, meaning that Fl(x) ∈ W
(r)
a;c is in the
`-weight space of `-weight w
(r)
a;cn. This proves the first equality of equation (6.6). The second
equality for L+r,a can be proved in the same way using ρ˜
k. 
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Let R be the subset of P̂ consisting of the f = ((fi(z))i∈I ; s) such that
fi(z)
fi+1(z)
is the Taylor
expansion at z = 0 of a rational function for i ∈ I0.
Lemma 6.8. Let f = ((fi(z))i∈I ; s) ∈ R.
(1) There exists a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible Yq(g)-module in category O of highest
`-weight f . Let V (f) be the Yq(g)-module thus obtained.
(2) V (f) can be extended to a Uq(ĝ)-module if and only if for all i ∈ I0, as a rational function
fi(z)
fi+1(z)
is a product of the 1−za
c−1−zac with a, c ∈ C×.
(3) All irreducible Yq(g)-modules in category O are of the form V (f) with f ∈ R.
Proof. (1) and sufficiency of (2). In view of equations (6.2)–(6.3), such an f can be written
as h(z)pn where h(z) ∈ C[[z]]×, p ∈ P (resp. p is of the form (1, . . . , 1; s) ∈ P) and n is
a product of the w±r,a (resp. the w
(r)
a;c). So V (f) can be realized as a sub-quotient of the tensor
product of V (h(z)p), which is a one-dimensional Yq(g)-module (resp. Uq(ĝ)-module), with the
corresponding tensor product of the L±r,a (resp. the W
(r)
a;c ). This shows that V (f) is in category O
(resp. a Uq(ĝ)-module).
Necessity of (2). One considers the action of K±i+1(z)K
±
i (z)
−1, based on the Drinfeld relations
involving [X+i , X
−
i ] in [34, Theorem 3.5] and the assumption dimV (f)$(f)q−αi < ∞. As in [33,
Proposition 6.1, Lemma 4.12], gi(z) :=
fi(z)
fi+1(z)
is regular at z = 0,∞ and gi(0)gi(∞) = 1.
Necessarily gi(z) is a product of the
1−za
c−1−zac with a, c ∈ C×.
Similar arguments can be used to prove (3); since K−i (z) /∈ Yq(g)[[z−1]], one loses the regu-
larity of gi(z) at z =∞. See also [21, Lemma 3.9]. 
The abelian category O contains modules with infinite Jordan–Ho¨lder series, so we need its
completed Grothendieck group K0(O): elements are formal sums
∑
f∈R nf [V (f)] of the sym-
bols [V (f)] with integer coefficients nf such that ⊕f∈RV (f)⊕|nf | is in category O; addition is
the usual one of formal sums. As in the case of Kac–Moody algebras [23, Section 9.3], for
f ∈ R, the multiplicity mf ,X ∈ Z≥0 of V (f) in any object X of category O is well-defined,
and [X] :=
∑
f∈R
mf ,X [V (f)] ∈ K0(O). There is no ambiguity for X = V (f) as mn,V (f) = δn,f
for n, f ∈ R. Make K0(O) into a ring with multiplication induced by [X][Y ] := [X ⊗ Y ]
for X,Y in category O. Since χq respects exact sequences and tensor products, the assignment
[X] 7→ χq(X), for X in category O, extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism χq : K0(O) −→ E`,
called the q-character map.
Corollary 6.9. The q-character map χq is injective.
Proof. We need to show that χq(V (f)) distinguishes f . Indeed, from the proof of Lemma 6.8(1),
we deduce that χq(V (f)) is f plus terms of the form nf where the n ∈ P̂ satisfy $(n) ∈ qQ− .
So f appears in χq(V (f)) as a leading term. 
Proposition 6.10. Let f = ((fi(z))i∈I ; s) ∈ R. Then V (f) is finite-dimensional if and only if
for all i ∈ I0 \ {M} there exist Pi(z) ∈ 1 + zC[z] and ai ∈ C× such that fi(z)fi+1(z) = ai
Pi(zq
−1
i )
Pi(zqi)
.
Proof. (Sketch8) Sufficiency: such f can be written as h(z)pn where h(z) ∈ C[[z]]×, p ∈ P
and n is a product of the w
(r)
a;qr , w
±
M,a with a ∈ C× and r ∈ I0. So V (f) is a sub-quotient of
the tensor product T the V (h(z)p), with the V
(
w
(r)
a;qr
)
= W
(r)
1,a and L
±
M,a. By Lemma 6.7 and
Theorem 3.4, dimL±M,a = 2
MN . So T and V (f) are finite-dimensional.
8This result is not needed in the following. We include it here for completeness.
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Necessity: let i ∈ I0. One restricts to the subalgebra Yi of Yq(g) generated by the s(n)jk , s−1jj
with j, k ∈ {i, i+ 1} and n ≥ 0. It is a quotient algebra of Yq(gl2). The polynomiality can then
be proved along the line of [14, Remark 3.11]. 
The L±r,a in [21] are always infinite-dimensional. In our case, by Theorem 3.4 and equa-
tion (6.5), L+M,a is of dimension 2
MN ; see also Example 5.6. We refer to [34, Section 4] for
a detailed discussion of finite-dimensional irreducible Yq(gl(1, 1))-modules.
Let RU be the subset of R formed of f satisfying the condition in Lemma 6.8(2). The
following elements of RU will be used: let r ∈ I0 and a ∈ C×,
Ar,a =
1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r−1
,
qr − zaθ−1r
1− zaθ−1r qr
,
1− zaθ−1r+1qr+1
qr+1 − zaθ−1r+1
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−r−1
; |αr|
 . (6.7)
By definition $(Ar,a) = q
αr . The Ar,a generate a free abelian subgroup Q̂ of RU .
Theorem 6.11. Let S be an irreducible Uq(ĝ)-module in category O.
(1) We have wt`(S) ⊆ Q̂f where f ∈ RU is the highest `-weight of S.
(2) If S is finite-dimensional, then in a fraction ring of K0(O),
[S] =
dimS∑
j=1
[Dj ]mj , (6.8)
where for each j, Dj is a one-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module in category O, and mj is a product
of the
[W
(r)
a;b ]
[W
(r)
a;c ]
with r ∈ I0 and a, b, c ∈ C×.
(2) can be though of as generalized Baxter’s relations in the sense of Frenkel–Hernandez [14,
Theorem 4.8]. In equation (6.8), only Uq(ĝ)-modules are involved. Proof of (1) and concrete
examples are postponed to Section 7.
Proof of Theorem 6.11(2) assuming (1). Any n ∈ RU can be written as h(z)pn′ where
h(z) ∈ C[[z]]×, p = (1, . . . , 1; s) ∈ P and n′ is a product of the w
(r)
a;b
w
(r)
a;c
=
χq(W
(r)
a;b )
χq(W
(r)
a;c )
; the last identity
follows from equation (6.6). By (1), wt`(S) ⊂ RU . This establishes the q-character version of
equation (6.8) with isomorphism classes replaced by q-characters (Dj = V (h(z)p)). We conclude
by the injectivity of the q-character map. 
Corollary 6.12. The Yq(g)-modules L
±
r,a for r ∈ I0 and a ∈ C× are irreducible.
Proof. We show L+r,a is irreducible, imitating the proof of [21, Theorem 6.1]. By Definition 5.4
this implies the irreducibility of L−r,a. Let S+r,a be the sub-module of L+r,a generated by its unique
highest `-weight vector. Then S+r,a
∼= V (w+r,a) is irreducible.
We prove that χ˜q(L
+
r,a) = χ˜q(S
+
r,a). In view of equation (6.6), this means that: if l > 0 and
w
(r)
l,a f ∈ wt`
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
, then dim(S+r,a)w+r,af ≥ dim
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
w
(r)
l,a f
. We shall indicate the dependence of
an element m = m(z) ∈ P̂ on z whenever necessary. For f = 1 this is clear as they are both
one-dimensional. Let f 6= 1. By Theorem 6.11(1) and equation (6.6), f ∈ Q̂ and $(f) ∈ qQ− .
The following set X is finite and non-empty:
X :=
{
n−1f ∈ Q̂ | f 6= n ∈ Q̂, w+r,an ∈ wt`(S+r,a), $
(
n−1f
) ∈ qQ−} ⊂ Q̂ \ {1}.
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For m ∈ X, the set {m(zq−2kr ) | k > l} is infinite but its intersection with wt`(L−r,a)(w−r,a)−1 is
finite, because $(m(zq−2kr )) = $(m) is fixed and weight spaces of L−r,a are finite-dimensional.
Choose k > l large enough such that m(zq−2kr )w−r,a /∈ wt`(L−r,a) for all m ∈ X. By Lemma 6.7,
w
(r)
k,af ∈ wt`(W (r)k,a). The Yq(g)-module S+r,a ⊗ L−r,aq2kr has an irreducible sub-quotient isomorphic
to W
(r)
k,a up to tensor product by one-dimensional Yq(g)-modules. It follows from Lemma 6.4 and
Remark 6.5 that f = f+k f
−
k where w
+
r,af
+
k ∈ wt`(S+r,a) and w−r,aq2kr f
−
k ∈ wt`(L−r,aq2kr ), which implies
f−k (zq
−2k
r )w
−
r,a∈wt`(L−r,a) based on the pullback of Φq2kr in Proposition 3.2. So (f+k )−1f = f−k /∈X.
By Theorem 6.11(1) and equation (6.6), f+k ∈ Q̂ and $(f−k ) ∈ qQ− , forcing f−k = 1. So any such
factorization f = f+k f
−
k is trivial: f
−
k = 1. This proves dim
(
W
(r)
l,a
)
w
(r)
l,a f
≤ dim (W (r)k,a)w(r)k,af ≤
dim(S+r,a)w+r,af . 
7 Rationality of `-weights of finite-dimensional modules
In this section, we study in more detail the `-weights of finite-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-modules in
category O and prove Theorem 6.11(1).
Recall the Uq(g)-module V defined by (3.7). Following [35, Example 2], define the Uq(g)-
module W to be the pullback of V by Ψ: Uq(g) −→ Uq(g) in Proposition 3.2. For i ∈ I, set
ui := Ψ
∗vi ∈W; it is of weight q−i .
For a ∈ C×, define the Uq(ĝ)-modules V(a) and W(a) to be the pullbacks of V and W
respectively by eva : Uq(ĝ) −→ Uq(g). Naturally as Yq(g)-modules, V(a) and W(a) are in
category O, and their weight spaces are always one-dimensional.
Definition 7.1. For a ∈ C× and i ∈ I, let Xi,a ∈ wt`(V(a)) and Yi,a ∈ wt`(W(a)) be such that
$(Xi,a) = qi and $(Yi,a) = q−i .
Let us compute explicitly the Xi,a, Yi,a, following an idea of [15, Lemma 4.7]. Fix k, i ∈ I.
By Definition 7.1, vi, ui are common eigenvectors of Ck(z), whose eigenvalues are denoted by
gki (z), h
k
i (z) ∈ C[[z]]× respectively. An important observation from the Gauss decomposition
in Section 6 is that: if a vector x, either in V(a) or W(a) is annihilated by the s
(n)
jl , t
(n)
jl for
1 ≤ j < l ≤ k, then K+j (z)x = sjj(z)x for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For example, v1, uk, vl, ul for l > k are
such vectors according to the weight gradings on V, W. Therefore for i > k,
gki (z) =
k∏
j=1
(1− zaθj)dj = hki (z).
Suppose i ≤ k. Observe from (3.7) that vi is proportional to ti1v1. Similarly ui is proportional
to tkiuk; see [35, Example 2]. Since ti1, tki commute with Ck(z) by Proposition 6.1, we have
gki (z) = g
k
1 (z) and h
k
i (z) = h
k
k(z). We apply the above observation to the vectors v1, uk to
compute gk1 (z) and h
k
k(z), and obtain
gki (z) =
(
q1 − zaq−11
)d1 k∏
j=2
(1− zaθj)dj , hki (z) =
(
q−1k − zaθkqk
)dk k−1∏
j=1
(1− zaθj)dj .
It follows that: setting h(z) = (1− zaq2)(1− zaq−2)(1− za)−2,
Xi,a = (1− za)×
1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
,
(
q − zaθ−1i q−1
1− zaθ−1i
)di
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−i
; |i|
 ,
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Yi,a = (1− za)×
1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
,
q−1i − zaqi
1− za , h(z), . . . , h(z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M+N−i
; |i|
 .
We used θi+1 = θiqiqi+1 for i ∈ I0. Combining with equation (6.7), we obtain
Ar,a = Xr,aqX−1r+1,aq = Y−1r,aθ−1r q−1r Yr+1,aθ−1r q−1r . (7.1)
KR modules W
(r)
1,a can be constructed from V,W by a fusion procedure.
Lemma 7.2 ([35]). Let 1 ≤ s ≤M and 1 ≤ t < N . Let a ∈ C×. Then as Uq(ĝ)-modules,
W
(s)
1,a ' Uq(ĝ)v⊗sM+N ⊆
←⊗
1≤i≤s
V
(
aq2i
)
, W
(M+N−t)
1,a ' Uq(ĝ)u⊗t1 ⊆
←⊗
1≤j≤t
W
(
aq2t−2j
)
.
Proof. Comparing Definition 3.3 with [35, Lemma 5, Definition 2] we have
W
(s)
1,a = ev
∗
aq2L($s) ' V +s,aq2s+2 := Uq(ĝ)v⊗sM+N ⊂
←⊗
1≤i≤s
V
(
aq2i
)
.
Here we borrow the notation V +
s,aq2s+2
from loc. cit. The case of t is parallel. 
Note that in equation (7.1), θ−1r q−1r ∈ q2Z+1. Let us define Q̂a to be the subgroup of Q̂
generated by the Ar,b with b ∈ aq2Z and r ∈ I0.
Corollary 7.3. For r ∈ I0, a, c ∈ C× and k ∈ Z>0 we have(
w
(r)
k,a
)−1
wt`
(
W
(r)
k,a
) ⊆ (w+r,a)−1wt`(L+r,a) = (w(r)a;c)−1wt`(W (r)a;c ) ⊆ Q̂aq.
Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 7.2, there exists a one-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module D such that
D ⊗W (r)k,a is a sub-quotient of a tensor product T of the X(b) where b ∈ aq2Z and: if r ≤ M
then X = V; if r > M then X = W. For any such X(b), let f be the highest `-weight
of X(b). Then by equation (7.1): f−1wt`(X(b)) ⊂ Q̂aq. Since χq respects tensor products,
we have n−1m ∈ Q̂aq for all n,m ∈ wt`(T ). Taking normalized q-characters in Remark 6.5,(
w
(r)
k,a
)−1
wt`
(
W
(r)
k,a
) ⊆ Q̂aq. The rest comes from equation (6.6). 
Proof of Theorem 6.11(1). As in the proof of sufficiency of Lemma 6.8(2), the irreducible
module V (f) for f ∈ RU can be realized as a sub-quotient of a tensor product T of a one-
dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module D with the W
(r)
c;a . Comparing normalized q-characters, we obtain (1)
as a consequence of Corollary 7.3. 
Another consequence is the irreducibility of W
(r)
a;c for generic c ∈ C×.
Corollary 7.4. The Uq(ĝ)-module W
(r)
a;c is irreducible if c2 /∈ q2Z.
Proof. Let S
(r)
a;c be the sub-module of W
(r)
a;c generated by its highest `-weight vector; it is
irreducible and isomorphic to V
(
w
(r)
a;c
)
. Let k > 0 and w
(r)
k,af ∈ wt`
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
. By equation (6.3)(
1− zac2)×w(r)k,a = w(r)a;cw(r)ac2;c−1qkr ∈ P̂.
This implies that V (1− zc2)⊗W (r)k,a is an irreducible sub-quotient of S(r)a;c ⊗W (r)ac2;c−1qkr . Taking
normalized q-characters and noting that V (1−zac2) is one-dimensional, we have f = f+f− where
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w
(r)
a;cf+ ∈ wt`
(
W
(r)
a;c
)
and w
(r)
ac2;c−1qkr
f− ∈ wt`
(
W
(r)
ac2;c−1qkr
)
. By Corollary 7.3, we have f , f+ ∈ Q̂aq
and f− ∈ Q̂ac2q. The assumption on c implies that Q̂aq∩Q̂ac2q = {1}, which forces f− = 1. So any
such factorization f = f+f− is trivial: f− = 1. This shows that dim
(
W
(r)
k,a
)
w
(r)
k,af
≤ dim (S(r)a;c)w(r)a;cf
for all k, and therefore S
(r)
a;c = W
(r)
a;c . 
Example 7.5 (Baxter’s relations for gl(2, 1)). We derive equation (6.8) for the Uq(ĝ)-modules
V(a) and W(a), along the line of the proof of Theorem 6.11(2):
w
(1)
a;c
w
(1)
a;1
=
(
c,
1− zac2
1− za ,
1− zac2
1− za ; 0
)
,
w
(2)
a;c
w
(2)
a;1
=
(
c, c,
1− zac2
1− za ; 0
)
,
X1,a = (1− za)×
(
q − zaq−1
1− za , 1, 1; 0
)
=
(
1− zaq−2)w(1)aq−2;q
w
(1)
aq−2;1
,
X2,a = (1− za)×
(
1,
q − zaq−3
1− zaq−2 , 1; 0
)
= (1− za)
w
(1)
aq−2;q−1
w
(1)
aq−2;1
w
(2)
aq−4;q
w
(2)
aq−4;1
,
X3,a = (1− za)
(
1, 1,
1− zaq−2
q − zaq−3 ; 1
)
= (1− za)
w
(2)
aq−4;q
w
(2)
aq−4;1
(
q−1, q−1, q−1; 1
)
,
Y1,a =
(
q−1 − zaq, (1− zaq
2)(1− zaq−2)
1− za ,
(1− zaq2)(1− zaq−2)
1− za ; 0
)
=
(
1− zaq2)w(1)a;q−1
w
(1)
a;1
,
Y2,a =
(
1− za, q−1 − zaq, (1− zaq
2)(1− zaq−2)
1− za ; 0
)
= (1− za)w
(1)
a;q
w
(1)
a;1
w
(2)
a;q−1
w
(2)
a;1
,
Y3,a = (1− za)×
(
1, 1,
q − zaq−1
1− za ; 1
)
= (1− za)
w
(2)
a;q−1
w
(2)
a;1
(q, q, q; 1).
The irreducible Uq(ĝ)-module of highest `-weight (g(z), g(z), g(z); s) being one-dimensional for
g(z) ∈ C[[z]]× and s ∈ Z2, its isomorphism class is denoted by [g(z)s]. Then
[
V
(
aq2
)]
= [1− za] [W
(1)
a;q ]
[W
(1)
a;1 ]
+ [1− zaq2]
[W
(1)
a;q−1 ]
[W
(1)
a;1 ]
[W
(2)
aq−2;q]
[W
(2)
aq−2;1]
+ [(q−1 − zaq)1]
[W
(2)
aq−2;q]
[W
(2)
aq−2;1]
,
[W(a)] = [1− zaq2]
[W
(1)
a;q−1 ]
[W
(1)
a;1 ]
+ [1− za] [W
(1)
a;q ]
[W
(1)
a;1 ]
[W
(2)
a;q−1 ]
[W
(2)
a;1 ]
+ [(q − zaq)1]
[W
(2)
a;q−1 ]
[W
(2)
a;1 ]
.
To derive Baxter’s relations, one needs to compute its q-character of finite-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-
modules. In a previous version of this paper (arXiv:1410.0837v2), the author was able to prove
a tableau-sum formula for χq(ev
∗
aL(λ)), with L(λ) being an irreducible submodule of a tensor
power of V (polynomial modules), based on an idea of [15] relating `-weights to Gelfand–
Tsetlin basis [26]. Such formula appeared earlier in the context of transfer matrices of quantum
integrable systems attached to Uq(ĝ) [30]. In a recent preprint [36], the tableau-sum q-character
formula has been extended to
ev∗a(L
∗(λ)), (ev′a)
∗L(λ), (ev′a)
∗(L∗(λ)),
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where ev′a is a second evaluation map arising from involution and L∗(λ) is the dual module. To
avoid redundancy, in the present paper we do not present the q-character formula.
A Non-twisted quantum loop algebras
We apply the asymptotic construction (c ∈ C×) of Section 2 to the inductive system in [21] of
KR modules over an arbitrary non-twisted quantum loop algebra.
The main step is to establish the asymptotic property as Lemma 5.1. In Section 5, we used
the evaluation maps to reduce to the finite-type quantum supergroup (Proposition 4.3). What
is essential is the representation theory of Uq(sl2) and Uq(sl(1, 1)). The evaluation maps, which
do not exist for quantum loop algebras out of type A, do not play big roˆle.
We use freely the notations of [21], and ignore those from Sections 3–7. The quantum loop
algebra Uq(g) admits Drinfeld generators x
±
i,r, φ
±
i,±m for i ∈ I, r ∈ Z and m ∈ Z≥0; see [21,
equation (2.2)]. (g here is â in the introduction.) We shall need the following basic facts.
(A) Algebra Uq(g) is generated by S := {φ±i,±m, x+i,r, x−i,0 | i ∈ I, m ∈ Z≥0, r ∈ Z}.
(B) For i ∈ I, (x+i,0, x−i,0, φ+0 ) generates Uqi(sl2) with coproduct:
∆(x+i,0) = φ
+
i,0 ⊗ x+i,0 + x+i,0 ⊗ 1, ∆(x−i,0) = 1⊗ x−i,0 + x−i,0 ⊗ φ−i,0,
∆(φ+i,0) = φ
+
i,0 ⊗ φ+i,0.
Let us be in the situation of [21, Section 4.2] where an inductive system of KR modules
(Fk,l : Vl −→ Vk)l<k for a fixed i ∈ I was constructed. For j ∈ I, r ∈ Z and m ∈ Z≥0, the Fk,l
commute with the x+j,r, and the φ
±
j,±mFk,l for k > l, as Laurent polynomials in q
k
i is described
in [21, Proposition 4.2]. It is therefore enough to study the x−j,0Fk,l for k > l.
If j 6= i, then x−j,0 annihilates the highest `-weight vector of Vk. This gives x−j,0Fk,l = Fk,lx−j,0.
Assume j = i. The structural maps Fk,l come from Uq(g)-linear maps in [21, Theorem 3.15]
which we write asFk,l : Vl⊗Zlk −→ Vk, where Zlk := L(M≤(−2l+1)dik ) before [21, equation (4.26)]
with highest `-weight vector vlk fixed so that vl ⊗ vlk 7→ vk.
Claim A.1. Let v ∈ Vl. Then for k > l + 1, we have x−i,0Fk,l(v) ∈ Fk,l+1(Vl+1) with
x−i,0Fk,l(v) = Fk,l+1
(
ql−ki Fl+1,l(x
−
i,0v) +
qk−li − ql−ki
qi − q−1i
Fl+1,l(v ⊗ x−i,0vl,l+1)
)
.
The proof is the same as that of Proposition 4.3(3), based on (B), and the fact that for j ∈ I
the weight space of Vk of weight ω
k
i α
−1
j is of dimension δji.
The asymptotic property of Section 2 is established for the generating set S of Uq(g). One
can then form a representation ρc of Uq(g), with c ∈ C× on the limit V∞ by specializing Laurent
polynomials in qki to c. The representation ρc contains a unique (up to multiple) vector annihi-
lated by the x+j,r; it is v∞, the inductive limit of highest `-weight vectors vk ∈ Vk. Moreover, we
obtain from the proof of [21, Proposition 4.2] that
φ±j (z)v∞ = v∞ for j 6= i, φ±i (z)v∞ =
c− zac−1
1− za v∞.
The normalized q-character of ρc is identical to that of L
−
i,a in [21, Theorem 6.1]. The represen-
tation ρc belongs to category O of Uq(g)-modules [19, 25].
In [21, Lemma 4.4, Proposition 4.5], asymptotic property for the x−j,rFk,l was deduced from
delicate results on q-characters of representations [20].
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The arguments should work for Yangians: inductive systems of KR modules come from
cyclicity result of particular tensor products of fundamental modules [29]; their asymptotic
property is reduced eventually to representation theory of sl2. See [13, Appendix A] for the case
of Yangian of sl2. Alternatively one may start from asymptotic modules (ρc, V∞) of a quantum
loop algebra and transform them into modules over the Yangian via the functor of Gautam–
Toledano Laredo [17, Section 6].
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